LeakSmart is leak and flood protection solved

LeaksSmart protects your home from water damage 24/7 with smart home technology that detects water leaks, alerts the home owner, and shuts off the main water supply automatically to prevent any further damage—even if disaster strikes and Internet is down. What’s more, you can monitor temperature and turn your water off from anywhere in the world via the LeakSmart App, keep you in constant control of your home’s water flow.
Complete Home Water Protection System & Accessories

**Automatic Shut-Off Valve**
Automatically turns off the main water supply in your home in less than 5 seconds. Available in sizes from 3/4” to 2”. Valves are Lead Free.

**Sensor - Model# LS8850600**
When paired with the system, each LeakSmart Sensor is designed to signal your LeakSmart Valve to automatically shut-off your water the moment a potential leak is detected. Also provides an audible and visual alarm.
Can also be used without the LeakSmart Valve to alert you to a potential leak and sense temperature.

**LeakSmart Snap - Model# LS8852000**
Leaksmart Snap snaps on in seconds on any kind of ball valve or gate valve. No tools required. Industrial Strength quality and will open and close the oldest valve.
Complete Home Water Protection System & Accessories

**System Hub 3.0 - Model# LS8850830**

Once connected to your router, the System Hub allows users to access their system and sensors via the LeakSmart App. Users can view their system, shut off their water and it can connect to other Smart Home platforms.

The System Hub 3.0 does not need to be plugged into your router and will connect to it via Wi-Fi.

**System Hub 2.0 - Model# LS8850800**

Once connected to your router, the System Hub allows users to access their system and sensors via the LeakSmart App. Users can view their system, shut off their water and it can connect to other Smart Home platforms.

**Sensor Range Extender (optional) - Model# LS8850700**

The Extender will boost weaker signal strength and ensure communication among your LeakSmart devices. Used when a LeakSmart Sensor indicates a signal strength of one bar or less.
Wired Leak Detection Systems for Appliances

**Washing Machine Shut-Off Valve**

With the Standalone Washing Machine Leak Detection System—a closed circuit leak protection system designed exclusively for your washing machine. When a water leak is detected from your machine or from the supply line hoses, the water will quickly shut off to prevent devastating water damage.

*Model # LS8810100*

**Hot Water Tank Shut-Off Valve**

With the Standalone Hot Water Tank Leak Detection System—a closed circuit leak protection system designed exclusively for your hot water tank. When a water leak is detected from your water tank, the water will quickly shut off to prevent devastating water damage.

**1/4” Ice Maker Shut-Off Valve**

With the Standalone Ice Maker Leak Detection System—a closed circuit leak protection system designed exclusively for your ice maker. When a leak is detected from your ice maker, the water will quickly shut off to prevent devastating water damage.

*Model# LS8811500*
Wired Leak Detection Systems for Appliances

3/8” Dishwasher Shut-Off Valve

With the Standalone Dishwasher Leak Detection System—a closed circuit leak protection system designed exclusively for your ice maker. When a leak is detected from your dishwasher, the water will quickly shut off to prevent devastating water damage.

Model# LS8811600

3/8” Sink Shut-Off Valve

With the Standalone Sink Leak Detection System—a closed circuit leak protection system designed exclusively for your ice maker. When a leak is detected from your sink, the water will quickly shut off to prevent devastating water damage.

Model# LS8811600

Additional Wired Appliance Water Leak Sensor

These additional wired LeakSmart Appliance Water Leak Sensors can be added to these systems for even greater leak detection coverage around your washing machine and/or water heater.

Model# LS8820700